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Episodic Synopsis 

 
 
 

Season 12 
 
Episode 1 --- Western Wilds 
Have you ever heard of the Western Wilds? On Tasmania West Coast, it’s known as the “edge of civilization” – home to some of the oldest forests in the world. 
Welcomed by the locals, it feels like we’ve stepped back in time.  
 
Episode 2 --- Rail Journey in Highland 
Meeting some of the proudest locals in the world, we explore Scotland’s capital of Edinburgh before takings a rail journey deep into the highlands where we’re invited to 
tea with the head of the McClean Clan.  
 
Episode 3 --- In Search of Loch Ness 
Our Scottish Highlands adventure continues - following in the footsteps of Harry Potter, we experience the world famous, the Jacobite Steam Train, before we go 
searching for Loch Ness!  
 
Episode 4 --- Arctic Voyage 
Polar Bears and glaciers! An Arctic voyage around Norway’s Svalbard Archipelago is a journey filled with other-worldly landscapes, captivating wildlife, prolific emotions 
and an environmental education like no other.  
 
Episode 5 --- Arctic Wildlife  
Close encounters with the Arctic Wildlife - Our Arctic voyage continues around Norway’s Svalbard Archipelago, we not only get up close to icebergs and the wildlife, we 
explore old ruins and learn about the environment and its immediate threats.  
 

Season 11 
Episode 1  --- Magical Taiwan 
We are taking in magical Taiwan, from the bustling streets and energy of Taipei to its untouched Islands, including its beautiful hot springs.  
 
Episode 2  --- Tribes in the Hills of Taiwan 
We are continuing our adventure in Taiwan, meeting the tribes in the hills, to diving at Green Island, there’s plenty of adventure to be had and lots of laughs. 
 
Episode 3 --- Iconic Rail Journey in Norway 
We are in the land of the midnight sun, Norway, exploring some of the most jaw dropping scenery in the world.  From iconic rail journeys to a cruise on the breathtaking 
fjords, we are treated to fascinating culture and culture. 
 
Episode 4 --- Fjords of Norway  
From the peaks to the fjords and all the local culture in between, the adventure continues, taking us on one of the world’s most scenic rail journeys, along the iconic fjords, 
and of course, to some of Norway’s great cities.  
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Season 10 

Episode 1 Bright and Porepunka 
Bright in northeastern Victoria is one of our favourite Bucket List destinations... Tucked away in the lush Ovens Valley, surrounded by the peaks of the High Country and 
full of natural adventures, top-class food and wine, charming streetscapes and seasonal beauty, it is the ideal destination for everyone young and old 
 
Episode 2 Lakes Entrance and the Gippsland Lakes, Victoria 
The Gippsland Lakes and the town of Lakes Entrance deserve their place as one of our Bucket List destinations, being one of the most ideal locations for a holiday by the 
water. The largest network of inland waterways in Australia, we meet the locals running charter boats, paddle boards, even a koala tour by tuk tuk...where you’re 
guaranteed of spotting the cuddly bears. 
 
Episode 3 Bermagui, New South Wales 
Only in Australia..... come and check out the brewery that sits “inside” a holiday park. The charming seaside town of Bermagui has so much to offer, sitting on the New 
South Wales Sapphire Coast we go deep sea fishing, and hear how a couple turned the cattle farm into an award winning winery. 
 
Episode 4 Batemans Bay, New South Wales 
Who loves Oysters? We’re exploring Batemans Bay in Southern New South Wales, ALSO known as the “Oyster Coast” - Clint takes on an Oyster almost as big as his 
hand, we go Kayaking for our morning coffee, enjoy a ride on the historic Clyde River, and hang out with a roo on the beach.... Surfs up. 
 
Episode 5 Renmark, South Australia 
The Mighty Murray River is an icon in Australia, crossing three states we’ve based ourselves in Renmark in the South Australia. This tiny town packs a punch for all the 
right reasons for us travelers. A superb arm of the river, Jen goes for a waterski as soon as she arrives, before heading off on a barby boat to meet the brewer putting a 
former sheep station on the map. 
 
Episode 6 Port Elliot and Fleurieu Peninsula 
On Adelaide’s doorstep, the Fleurieu Peninsula is a show stopper and the historic town of Port Elliot is a hidden treasure that has been attracting travelers since the 
1850’s. Jen meets the volunteers that run the cockle train, before taking the horse drawn tram over to Granite Island where she goes swimming with tuna that weigh as 
much as she does! 

Season 9 

Episode 1 Canada 
Clint is on the trip of a lifetime through Western Canada... The tour begins in Vancouver, one of the world's most liveable cities and Clint gets to the heart of its history 
and culture before boarding the Rocky Mountaineer train for the two-day bucket list journey to the Rockies. Arriving in Banff, it's all about the scenery and cowboy 
culture, plus those incredible views from the surrounding mountains... 
 
Episode 2 Canada 
Clint continues his incredible tour through Western Canada leaving Lake Louise and travelling along the iconic Icefields Parkway to Jasper, where he experiences his first 
encounter with a wild bear. 
 
Episode 3 Canada 
Clint's tour through Western Canada is coming to an end but there are plenty of highlights left. From the amazing wildlife on the Blue River Safari, to the exciting 
atmosphere of Whistler, and finally the grizzly residents of Grouse Mountain, Western Canada simply offers one adventure after another. 
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Episode 4 Antarctica 
One of the trip's that has left the biggest impression on Clint in the ten years we have been filming Places We Go, is the voyage to Antarctica. Follow his 10-day journey 
from Ushuaia in Argentina to the white continent, where the wildlife, landscapes, exploration history and even an icy polar-plunge, are quite simply unforgettable. 
 
Episode 5 Nature’s Way, NT 
Join us as we take a drive along one of Australia's most fascinating road trips - the Top End's 'Nature's Way'. From tropical Darwin, to stunning Mary River National 
Park, Kakadu National Park, Nitmiluk National Park with Katherine Gorge, and Litchfield National Park. This epic drive covers them all and offers the most immersive 
Australian experience of its kind. 
 
Episode 6 Whitsundays, QLD 
Join us for a road trip that is as diverse as it is spectacular! We are discovering the best of Queensland, from the outback to the coast. From historic Winton, home to bush 
poetry and dinosaurs, to beautiful Bowen on the Whitsunday Coast where we discover fresh seafood and mangoes aplenty, as well as beautiful beaches and a welcoming 
community. 
 
Episode 7 Explorers Way, NT 
Join us for one of Australia's most incredible road trips - from the Top End to the Red Centre, we take you along Explorer's Way. Stopping at highlights such as Katherine 
Gorge, Mataranka, Devils Marbles, Alice Springs, and all the Red Centre icons - Kings Canyon, Kata Tjuta and Uluru. This is the mother of all Australian road trips and 
one for the bucket list! 
 
Episode 8 South West Wine Trail, WA 
Join us for a road trip that is a feast for all your senses! The South West region of WA is bursting with world-class wineries, top notch artisan producers and a passionate 
community of local people who love to show off the beauty of their backyard. 
 
Episode 9 Pacific Coast Way, Qld 
Join us for a road trip that is as diverse as it is spectacular! We are discovering the best of Queensland, from the outback to the coast. From historic Winton, home to bush 
poetry and dinosaurs, to beautiful Bowen on the Whitsunday Coast where we discover fresh seafood and mangoes aplenty, as well as beautiful beaches and a welcoming 
community. 
 
Episode 10 Best of the South West, WA 
Combining pristine wilderness with top beaches, relaxed but chic holiday towns, adventure and whales, not to mention world-class food and wine, the 'Best of the South 
West' road trip in the southern corner of Western Australia is not to be missed! 
 

Season 8 

 
Episode 1 Mekong River  
Jen discovers the incredible treasures of Cambodia including Angkor Wat as well as meeting the most interesting locals. 
 
Episode 2 Canada  
Clint flies in by sea plane to view the Grizzly Bears up close and also gets his hands dirty at Echo Valley Ranch in British Columbia. 
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Episode 3 Canada  
Clint explores the world famous Rockies as part of the Icefields Parkway including Athabasca Glacier, Lake Louise and Banff. 
 
Episode 4 Kimberley, Australia  
The take in the very best of the Kimberley and dodge a few crocodiles in the process at Bell Gorge, Windjana Gorge & Tunnel Creek. 
 
Episode 5 Southern Great Barrier Reef, QLD  
Adventure a plenty as Clint kayaks around Great Keppel Island, takes in the views from Kroombit Tops and rides a bullock on an organic farm. 
 
Episode 6 Best of the Wilderness Destinations in Australia  
We take you to the best wilderness destinations Australia has to offer including Cradle Mountain and Freycinet NP in Tasmania, Snowy Mountains in NSW and the 
Grampians in Vic. 
 
Episode 7 Top Family Holidays  
These destinations are a must for any family looking for fun in the holidays. Phillip Island/Bellarine Peninsula/Lakes Entrance in Vic, Gold Coast in Qld and Kangaroo 
Island in SA 
 
Episode 8 Favourite Aussie Drives 
If you love a drive than these are a must: Great Ocean Rd/Aberfeldy 4WD, Victoria, Tasmanias East Coast and the Red Centre Way in Alice Springs, NT. 
 
Episode 9 Top Short Breaks 
If you haven’t got much time than these are the places to visit: Byron Bay,NSW -  Handorf in SA, Port Arthur and Launceston in Tassie. 
 
Episode 10 Favourite Beach Holidays  
Australia is known for its beaches and we name our favourites - Whaleshark diving in Exmouth, WA, The white sands of Jervis Bay & Kiama in NSW plus the Fleurie 
Peninsula South Australia. 
 
Episode 11 European River Cruise 
Clint discovers one of Europes most popular cities Amsterdam and boards the river cruise boat to Cologne and takes in the history lesson from both on and off the water. 
 
Episode 12 European River Cruise 
Clint gets involved fully into the German culture by meeting a local family with a twist, finding the secrets to the Rudesheimer coffee and joining in the fun at 
Rothenberg…. Hold on to your Lederhosen! 
 
Episode 13 European River Cruise 
Clint discovers the beautiful city of Bamberg and takes in the checkered history of Nuremberg where the Nazi party held many of their rallies many years ago and the 
feeling is still haunting.  
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Season 7 

Episode 1 – Istanbul, Turkey 
Jen explores the magical city of Istanbul before heading off on a cruise of a lifetime on the Aegean Sea, visiting the Turkish coastline, tracing the footsteps of civilisation 
past and taking in the incredible history and beauty of this region. 
 
Episode 2 – Turkish Coast to the Greek Islands 
Continuing our journey and cruising along the Turkish coast to the Greek Islands we’re  taking in the wonders of the Aegean Sea along the way. 
 
Episode 3 – Mekong river cruise - Vietnam 
An unforgettable river cruise down one of South East Asia's mighty water ways the Mekong river as Jen is warmly welcomed into the lives of the locals as she takes in the 
sights! 
 
Episode 4 –  Europe river cruising 
Caroline is exploring the Danube River and getting a taste of the rich history and fascinating culture and life on board her floating home. 

Episode 5 – The Kimberly, Western Australia 
We travel through the Kimberly in Western Auistralia. The big red rocky escarpements and the open spaces make this place one of the most visited in Australia.  
 
Episode 6 – Canada 
Clint travels through Canada and is humbled by the scenery and has a once in a lifetime encounter with the Grizzly Bears! The highlights include Butchart Gardens, 
Jasper National Park, Athabasca Glacier and Lake Louise to name a few. 
 
Episode 7 – Chile 
We land in the countries capital of Santiago and discover the markets before heading to the charming portside town of Valparaiso. Its not long before we travel to the 
heart of Chilean Patagonia to see the dramatic landscapes that surround you. From one extreme to the other we then travel to the north and discover the Atacama desert. 
 
Episode 8 – The Grampians, Victoria 
Jen, Charli and Clint discover Halls Gap and surrounding areas which has so much to offer with the main street, Brambuck cultural centre, Bests winery and all of the fun 
at the Big4 including abseiling! 
 
Episode 9 – Bright, Victoria 
Travelling through Victoria's High country which is surrounded not only by its beauty but its warm hearted locals. We trek MT Feathertop and try the local selection of 
beers at the Bright Brewery and even head off to an olive farm and talk to the locals who make it by the barrel. 
 
Episode 10 – Gold Coast  
Jen, Clint and Charli discover some of the gems of the Gold Coast including Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary where they all feed the colourful lorikeets and Clint feeds Boss 
Hog, a huge 5 metre salt water crocodile plus Charli gets to hold a koala, and get her picture taken which has been a long standing tradition! 
 
Episode 11 – Hahndorf, Adelaide 
We travel to the jewel of the Adelaide Hills, Hahndorf in South Australia which is the oldest surviving German settlement in Australia. Established in the mid 1800’s and 
today is a bustling tourist town with many of the original buildings still standing and the culture spilling out onto the streets.  
 
Episode 12 – Port Arthur, Tasmania 
We travel to Tasmania and take in the sights of this beautiful region. We crack oysters fresh from the boat with Joe from "Get Shucked" Oysters and try some of Bruny 
Islands famous cheese as well as trying a few different food options at the Salamanca Markets which is always a great place to get acquainted with Hobart. We visit Port 
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Episode 13 – New South Wales South Coast  
The South Coast of New South Wales is a true gem. With bright white sandy beaches and pristine marine life its no wonder that many Australians visit here for 
holiday time. We visit the blowhole in Kiama, say hello to the resident dolphins in Jervis Bay and meet the cows that deliver the most delicious Cheese in Tilba! 
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Season 6 

Episode 1 - Tilba & Narooma, NSW and New Zealand 
Jen and Clint explore the spectacular south coast of NSW, from the rolling seas of Narooma to the lush farmland of historic Tilba.With her adventurous spirit packed, 
Jen’s kicking off the first of our special New Zealand episodes cycling the stunning Central Otago region. 
 
Episode 2 - Adelaide, SA and New Zealand 
Clint and Darren discover Adelaide’s incredible food and wine culture on a weekend away in the South Australian capital. Caroline treks from the mountains to the sea 
on New Zealand’s breathtakingly beautiful Hollyford Track 
 
Episode 3 - Jindabyne, NSW and New Zealand 
Jen, Clint & Charli are exploring the alpine playground of Jindabyne, gateway town to the spectacular Snowy Mountains.Caroline’s cycling two newly opened trails that 
showcase the rich history of New Zealand’s Central Otago region. 
 
Episode 4 - Fleurieu Peninsula, SA, New Zealand 
Caroline joins Clint to explore a little patch of paradise where the vines meet the sea – and it’s all on Adelaide’s doorstep. Breathtaking scenery and incredible history 
along this iconic walking track make for one of Jen’s most emotional adventures yet. 
 
Episode 5 - Alice Springs, NT  
We’re on a driving adventure in the Red Centre, exploring the famous outback town of Alice Springs and spectacular MacDonnell Ranges. 
 
Episode 6 - Aberfeldy Track & Walhalla, Victoria 
Join us on a brand new self-drive adventure on Gippsland’s Aberfeldy Track, filled with gold rush history and stunning scenery. 
 
Episode 7 - Barossa, SA 
Darren’s enjoying the picturesque surroundings of the Barossa and meeting some of the locals that give this special region its reputation. 
 
Episode 8 - Southern Grampians, Victoria and Kangaroo Island 
Jen’s enjoying some rest and relaxation in the charming Grampians town of Dunkeld. 
Clint & Caroline have left mainland Australia behind to meet some of the passionate locals sharing their incredible produce on Kangaroo Island. 
 
Episode 9 - Lennox Head/Byron Bay, NSW and Tasmania 
Darren’s on a favourite drive along the North Coast of NSW, soaking up the relaxed holiday lifestyle the Byron Bay region is famous for! Jen and Clint are discovering 
Devonport, a vibrant coastal town rich with maritime history and a bounty of great local food…and cider! 
 
Episode 10 -Stanley, Tasmania and NSW 
Jen and Clint continue their tour of Tasmania’s north west, driving to the picturesque town of Stanley, home to iconic landmark ‘The Nut’. Clint and Dave have chartered 
a luxury houseboat to explore the Clarence River from Brushgrove to Yamba, stopping by the town of Maclean along the way. 
 
Episode 11 - Santiago & Valparaiso, Chile and Tasmania 
In the first of our Chile episodes, Clint’s exploring the Chilean capital of Santiago and the colourful port city of Valparaiso. In Tasmania, Jen and Clint drive into the heart 
of one of the most spectacular wilderness areas on the planet. 
 
Episode 12 - Patagonia, Chile and Tasmania 
Clint’s in the heart of Chilean Patagonia, home to some of the most dramatic landscape on the planet. In other part of the episode, Jen and Clint finish their driving 
adventure through Tasmania’s north west in the beautifully scenic Launceston region. 
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Episode 13 – Atacama Desert, Chile and Victoria 
In this episode, we’re in one of world’s hottest and dries deserts – Atacama. It’s a captivating landscape where lakes meet the ocean.  
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Season 5 

Episode 1- Kakadu National Park and Hawaii 
Jen, Clint and Charli are on a driving adventure in the Top End exploring the wonders of Australia’s largest National Park. In other part of the episode, Jen open’s Series 
5 on the island of Oahu, Hawaii where the surf, sun, culture and history are waiting  to be discovered 
 
Episode 2 – Mount Bundy Station and Fiji 
Jen, Clint and Charli head ‘down the road’ from Darwin to Mt Bundy Station where the history is as amazing as the scenic view. In another part of the episode, they are 
on a family holiday in Fiji where they are warmly welcomed onto Treasure Island 

Episode 3 – Coral Coast, Fiji and Mission Beach, Queensland 
Jen, Clint and Charli continue their adventures in Fiji on the Coral Coast, where the locals bring their home to life. Caroline, on the other hand, is on a driving adventure 
along the Great Barrier Reef! First stop, Mission Beach 

Episode 4 – Thailand and Queensland 
Jen is in Thailand exploring the adventures to be found on, and around Phuket Island while Caroline continues her drive along the Great Barrier Reef.   

Episode 5 – Hawaii and Queensland 
Jen is exploring Maui, one of Hawaii’s six main islands, and home to some incredible adventures while Caroline finishes her drive along the Great Barrier Reef 

Episode 6 – Antarctica and Victoria 
Jesse Martin is joining Clint for an expedition of a lifetime to the great white continent of Antarctica while Jen and Clint are on a food and wine adventure through 
Victoria’s treasured Grampians region in another part of this episode.  

Episode 7 – Antarctica and Mary River National Park 
Clint and Jesse continue their adventure exploring the white continent with plenty of thrills. In other part of the episode, Jen, Clint and Charli have ventured to the Top 
End to explore the exciting and adventure-filled Mary River National Park 

Episode 8 – Tasmania and Bali 
Jen, Clint and Charli are on a driving adventure up the East Coast of Tasmania, with their first stop, the seaside village of Bicheno and Rachael is exploring the cultural 
and arts capital of the Indonesian island of Bali 

Episode 9 - Murray River, Echuca-Moama and Bangkok 
Jen, Clint and Charli are exploring the Mighty Murray River on the border of Victoria and New South Wales. In other part of the episode, Jen discovers the highlights of 
Bangkok including it’s exquisite cuisine 

Episode 10 - Seminyak, Bali 
Rachael continues her exploration of Bali, based on the trendy beaches of Seminyak and Clint discovers the beautiful beaches and adventure to be found in Jervis Bay 

Episode 11 – Canada and NSW 
Clint is on tour in Canada, beginning with the picturesque cities of Victoria and Vancouver while Jen and Caroline discover the seaside town of Kiama on the south coast 
of New South Wales 

Episode 12 - Canada 
Clint continues his journey through Western Canada, experiencing life in the wild with the Grizzly Bears, and then a special experience on a British Columbian Ranch. In 
other part of the episode, Jen, Clint and Charli discover the town of Mataranka in the Top End, where Australian history comes alive 
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Episode 13 - Canada 
Clint’s tour through Western Canada takes him to the Rockies, where the iconic locations of Jasper and Lake Louise provide a stunning finale to this journey. In other 
part, Jen, Clint and Charli are in the town of St Helen’s, the gateway to the incredible Bay of Fires, Tasmania 

 

Season 4 

Episode 1 - Siem Reap, Cambodia 
Join Jen as she arrives in Cambodia, to meet the locals, discover Cambodian cuisine and receive a very special blessing… 
 
Episode 2 - Angkor Wat, Cambodia 
Jen’s adventure in Cambodia continues, as she explores one of the true wonders of the world, Angkor Wat. In another part of episode, Jen, Clint & little 
Charli are on a working Aussie sheep station in South Australia’s spectacular Flinders Ranges that has turned it’s hand to eco-tourism… 

Episode 3 - Kangaroo Island, South Australia and Vanuatu 
Jen, Clint and little Charli explore this pristine island off the coast of South Australia and find a natural wonderland.Jesse Martin joins Jen in stunning 
Vanuatu, and finds out why the locals really are the happiest people on earth… 

Episode 4 - Kangaroo Island, South Australia, Cambodia 
Jen, Clint and little Charli continue their adventure on this pristine island off the coast of South Australia. Jen’s adventure continues down the mighty Mekong River 
towards Vietnam as well. Stopping at local villages and the capital, Phnom Penh,along the way, this country continues to amaze and inspire. 

Episode 5 – South Australia, Vietnam 
Jen, Clint & little Charli head into a little piece of nature’s paradise in outback South Australia, with an incredible story to match. In other part of the episode, Jen’s 
crosses the border into Vietnam in this second leg of her Mekong River adventure. With cyclo adventures, islands that have barely seen Western tourists, and incredible 
floating markets, the journey winds up in Ho Chi Minh City with an adrenalin-filled tour. 
Episode 6 – Victoria and South Australia 
Jen, Clint & little Charli discover one of Victoria’s greatest treasures, the South Gippsland paradise of the ‘Prom’. Caroline joins Jen on an adventure in Outback South 
Australia where they discover the unique mining town of Coober Pedy and meet some fascinating locals 

Episode 7 – Sunshine Coast and Outback 
Clint and Jesse are on a boys’ trip to discover the adventurous side of the beautiful Sunshine Coast. Caroline and Jen, on the other hand, continue their Outback SA 
adventure heading to Marree, the gateway to the incredible Lake Eyre which needs to be seen from the skies to be believed… 

Episode 8 – Kimberley and Phillip Island 
Clint and Jen jump on board a 4WD adventure through the Western Kimberley to explore more of this stunning region and it’s incredible treasures. They then head to 
one of Victoria’s favourite family playgrounds, Phillip Island 

Episode 9 – Kimberley, Victoria and Italy 
Clint and Jen continue their outback adventure in the Kimberley, visiting majestic Bell Gorge and relaxing in unique wilderness accommodation. Caroline is travelling 
from Italy to Germany on a European Coach Tour. Join her first leg from Rome, to Venice. 

Episode 10 – Karijini Nation Park, Victoria and Germany 
Clint is in the heart of the Pilbara, exploring the beautiful Karijini National Park in true eco-style. Caroline’s European Coach Tour adventure continues, over the border 
through Austria and into Germany to the worlds biggest party, Oktoberfest! Jen, Clint and little Charli are also exploring a gem in the heart of Victoria’s Goulburn Valley. 
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    Episode 11 – Victoria, Vanuatu 
Jen, Clint & friends are on a weekend away along the Great Alpine Road, full of stunning alpine scenery, fascinating locals and incredible food and drink.Jesse Martin 
explores Vanuatu, the incredible island filled with ancient tribal culture, smoking volcanoes and natural treasures… 

Episode 12 – Albany and Europe River Cruising 
Clint, Jen and Charli are in Albany, WA discovering the local produce and amazing history of this coastal holiday town. In another part of the episode, Caroline is on 
board the MS AmaVerde, gliding along the Danube River in Europe and discovering the treasures that lie alongside its banks 

Episode 13 – Stradbroke Island and European River Cruise 
Clint takes Jesse to his childhood holiday spot, Queensland’s Stradbroke Island. Caroline’s river adventure continues down the Danube towards Budapest, 
the last, and one of the most beautiful cities on the itinerary. 

 

Season 3 

Episode 1 – Byron Bay 
We kick off “The Great Aussie Drive” with a surf in the quintessential Aussie town of Byron Bay! After exploring the region, we’re joined by Aussie music 
legend Troy Casser-Daley at the iconic Byron bay Blues Festival for an afternoon we’ll treasure forever! 
 
Episode 2- Whitsunday Islands, Great Barrier Reef 
Crossing the border into Queensland – welcome to Airlie Beach where we are joined by the round the world yachtsman Jessie martin for a sailing 
adventure exploring the stunning Whitsunday Islands. Its time to put on the scuba gear as we dive in the world renowned Great barrier Reef. 
 
 
Episode 3 - Queensland 
Heading inland to the wide open spaces of the Queensland outback, we find ourselves in a goat race in Barcaldine, and hitch a ride up the highway in 
Longreach! 
 
Episode 4 - Winton 
Welcome to Winton and the billabong where Banjo Patterson penned “Waltzing Matilda” After an afternoon of singing with the locals, our next stop is 
one of the most remote and iconic outback towns in Australia – Birdsville- where the locals invite us to take part in the bronco Branding Competition! 
 
Episode 5 – Red Centre 
After our car breaks down, it’s a night under the stars with one of Australia’s most renowned didgeridoo players William Barton – the perfect entrée to the 
Red Centre where we explore the sacred site of Uluru, before spending a memorable afternoon at Kings creek station. 
 
Episode 6 – Katherine Gorge 
We leave the caravans for a couple of days and board the famous “Ghan” for an unforgettable  night with fellow travellers. Waking up in the “top end”, 
the locals invite us to share the sights of Katherine Gorge before taking a light plane deep into the heart of Arnhem Land to Mt Borradaile, home to 
consummate bushman Max Davidson and some of the best rock art in the world. 
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Episode 7 – Gove Peninsula 
We’re on the Gove Peninsula where we meet up with one of Clint’s best mates Hamish, for a weekend of hanging out with the locals – filled with fishing, 
dancing, didgeridoo and for Clint’s big comeback game of Aussie Rules Footy as he is invited to play with Nhulunbuy! Our journey ends back in Darwin – 
just in time for the famous sunset markets. 
 
Episode 8 
Our caravanning journey heads onto the red rocky escarpments of the Kimberley where are exploring an absolute must see  - the draw dropping Mitchell 
fall’s Plateau for one of the most memorable days of our lives.  
 
Episode 9 
It’s a bumpy ride out to the world famous Bungle Bungle’s that sets the scene of this incredible Kimberley landscape before being welcomed by one of the 
Kimberley’s most loved farming families the “Burtons”, who call the iconic Springvale station home. We camp on their 1.8 million acre station as we’re 
welcomed to join their cattle muster of over two thousand head of cattle! 
 
Episode 10 
We hit the magical coats line of the west and the stunning little pearling town of Broome and take iconic camel ride on Cable Beach at dusk…one of the 
most vibrant sunsets we’ve ever seen! Next its swimming with the whale sharks at Ningaloo reef, which is without doubt the most magical jaw dropping 
experience of our lives. 
 
Episode 11 
We camp by the banks of Lake Ballard (just outside the town of Menzies) home to the world renowned piece of art before crossing the Great Nullarbor 
Plain into South Australia and the magical lands of Wilpena Pound, where we meet passionate local Keith Rasheed! Our journey ends in our home state 
of Victoria along the Great ocean Road! 
 
Episode 12 
Crossing bass Strait in the depths of winter – welcome to Tasmania as we explore the world renowned wilderness state including Cradle Mountain – Lake 
Sinclair National park and eating oysters off the back of the boat with local farmer Joe Bennett! Taking a step back in time exploring Australia’s convict 
history at Port Arthur – our journey ends enjoying the festivities of the Salamanca markets! 
 
Episode 13 
We finish “The Great Aussie Drive” with a meander through Victoria’s spectacular King Valley – as the special guests of the Pizzinni family! We then 
make our way to the high country to climb Mt Feathertop with celebrated mountaineer John Taylor. Its an emotional end on the slopes with the Places 
We Go family! 
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Season 2 

Episode 1 - Australia (the Top End)  
Jen and Clint kick off the series together exploring their own backyard – the top end of Australia - (with their 4 month baby in toe!). It's a fascinating drive 
up the old telegraph line to Thursday and Horn Island, home to some of the country’s most remote communities and significant war history.  
 
Episode 2 - Nepal  
Clint takes the reigns and invites his mate Lachy to a place known for it's incredible adventures! They're exploring Nepal - taking in both Mount Everest and 
one of the most stunning treks in the world, the Annapurna circuit.  
 
Episode 3 - Egypt  
Jen takes one of her mates Kendall through the land of the Pharoah's, Egypt. It's an emotional journey as they are welcomed by the locals and take in the 
majesty of the pyramids and temples and cruise down the Nile.  
 
Episode 4 - South Africa & Botswana  
Hang on for the ride of your life and get ready to have your heart in your mouth!! Clint is on safari with his mate Hamish, Daniel (filming) and a very 'keen' 
guide in South Africa and Botswana for a trip of a lifetime that comes a little too close for comfort' It's the wet season and getting seriously bogged in front 
of a pride of lions at dusk,  you can imagine the rest!!  And that's only the half of it - the lions come into camp …This is riveting viewing.  
 
Episode 5 - Vietnam  
Vietnam is a place that has blown us all away. Jen and Daniel take their friend Kristy on an unexpected journey through the entire country that leaves 
everyone wanting to come back as soon as possible. On night one (in the old Saigon) the three end up on the back of motorbikes on convoy with the rest of the 
country and for a hilarious adventure and the trip continues from there! ... A visit to the Cu Chi tunnels is a sobering reminder of Vietnams recent history. 
They travel north to Hanoi and explore just about everything in between.  
 
Episode 6 - Borneo  
Clint takes away his mate Shane to explore one of the hottest, sweatiest places on the planet – the jungles of Borneo. The boys are following the infamous 
head hunters trail to meet the locals and see how it is today. After spending an afternoon with a grandson of a head hunter, they make their way to the top 
of Mount Kinabalu (the highest mountain in South East Asia) for an emotional journey that captures the heart of all. And to end this captivating 
episode, they meet one of the true icons of Borneo – the Orangutan. 
 
Episode 7 - Italy  
This episode explores the essence of one of the most passionate countries on Earth - Italy. Clint and Jen start their journey in Sicily, where the locals share 
their stories of living with an active volcano – Mount Etna. It’s then onto the Amalfi Coast to meet an heir to a villa at the magical town of Ravello. 
Exploring little villages in the deep south, we see how locals are transforming the caves in Matera into modern day apartments. We then head to Tuscany 
to meet a couple who have transformed a vineyard and living the life most only dream of. It is quite an emotional journey, as the locals welcome us into 
their country and share the true essence of Italy. 
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Episode 1 - Africa  
The series starts with East Africa. I am travelling with Daniel  and my boyfriend Clint, who is always up for an adventure! We are attempting to climb Africa's tallest 
mountain - Tanzania's Mt Kilimanjaro, we trek through the jungles of Rwanda in search of the biggest endangered mountain gorilla in the world, Gahunda and touch 
down in what feels like another world, in the endless plains of the Serengeti where we get up close and personal with the animal kingdom.  
 
Episode 2 - Ecuador  
We are exploring one of the most stunning places on this planet – Ecuador, Galapagos Islands and the great Amazon Basin. Apart from swimming with sea lions and 
sharks in the crystal clear waters, we paddle up the Napo River spotting Camen and even swim with piranhas!. But best of all, we are welcomed in by the locals for the 
most unforgettable adventure.  
 
Episode 3: Antarctica  
We are on a sea voyage to one of the world's final frontiers of Antarctica, we find ourselves in one of largest storms of the year. But we have plenty of experience with us, 
along for the journey. After I overcome the joys of sea sickness, we find ourselves cruising along the Antarctica Peninsular witnessing one of the most pristine places on earth.  
 
Episode 4: India 
India is a place that has captured my heart forever. Daniel (who is filming) and I are joined by our good mate Shura - and we quickly discover how easily you are accepted 
here when you can join in a game of cricket! We have met the most incredible travel guide who takes on ajoumey through the north of continent, catching the train to the 
colourful state of Rajasthan where we are treated to royalty at the Nimaj palace and I am overwhelmed by a special birthday surprise on the rooftop! We then walk the 
grounds of a place that symbolises one of the world's greatest love story's - the magnificent Taj Mahal.. There is not a dry eye in sight. But it's the thrill of going on an 
expedition looking for the Bengal Tiger that gets our heart racing .. after nearly missing the trip due to famous 'Delhi belly', we not only spot one ... but 28 .. all just a few 
days ... This was a place very hard to leave.  
 
Episode 5: High Arctic  
We're on a sea voyage to one of the most talked about places in the world - The High Arctic - home to Greenland, which as the experts say is melting due 
to Global Warming. Travelling through this Polar Bear country .... We spot several as we cruise past icebergs the size of high rise buildings.  
 
Episode 6: Jordan 
We are travelling through one of the oldest civilisations in the world .... The place that many call the safe haven of the Middle East ... Jordan. From the rituals of 
Ramadan in the country's capital of Amman to Laurence of Arabia country in the wadi rum desert ... We are exploring every corner of this little country, including 
one of the new seven wonders of the world, the ancient city of Petra.  
 
Episode 7: Peru 
We're travelling through the land of the Inca's in Peru, a place filled with so much history, culture, and adventure! The famous Inca trail to lost city of 
Machu Picchu, we even visit an Andean priest who makes a prediction of our future (that actually comes true!)  
We hang on for the ride taking a light plane to see one of the world's great archaeological mysteries, the Nasca lines.  
 
 

 


